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CORRIGE COMPREHENSION DE L'ECRIT
A.
1 and 4

B.
Perla Nation is Pablo Perez’s daughter. Her father comes from Mexico, like Diego Luna who is the actor playing the role
of Captain Cassian Andor in 2016 Star Wars movie.

C.
1. False L.2- 3 “He was by no means a fan of the saga, and neither was she.”
2. True L 16 “Perla Nation already knew that the Mexican actor would be keeping his accent in the movie”
3. True L.26 “Still, her father has always been self-conscious about his accent”

D.
2 : L. 17-18 “She thought of her father, with his Mexican accent, and what seeing Luna’s performance could mean to
him”.

E
1. happy and surprised
L. 28-29 “As Perez watched Diego Luna unabashedly speaking in his native accent on screen, “you could just see this
huge smile on his face””.
L. 9 “Perla Nation’s father, Pablo Perez, nudged her as soon as he heard the actor, Diego Luna, speak”.
2. It is unusual for an actor to keep his foreign accent in an American movie.

F.
1a
2b
3a
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G.
1. Nigeria
2. USA
3. Three years
4. Telemarketer
5. American

H.
1. L. 9-10 “The caller ID showed “unknown” and she thought it might be a call from her parents in Nigeria”.
2. L. 12 Because there was something about his voice that made her turn down the stove and hold on to the receiver.
OR L. 14. “Perhaps it was his first day on the job”. OR L. 16. “Because she felt strangely sorry for him”.

I.
1. C : L. 2-3 “ She had perfected, from careful watching of friends and newscasters, the blurring of the t, the creamy roll
of the r”.
2. B : L 21-22 “ Well, I call London sometimes”, she said. “Okay, hold on why I look up France “ OR L. 27-28 “what was
funny was that he was selling international telephone rates and did not know where London was”
3. A : L. 41-42 “Why was it a compliment, an accomplishment, to sound American?”

J.
1. a
2. c
3. b
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